
Joe Sacco, Palestine (1993)   
 
Seminar/Study Sheet 
 
“Certainly his images are more graphic than anything you can either read or see on 
television.” Edward Said, “Homage to Joe Sacco” (iii) 
 
  

1. What claims about “comics” does Edward Said make in his introduction? 
Write down 5 single-word points or themes. Does Said think comics are 
“alternative” to novels or poems? 
 

2. Why does the simple title immediately give us something to think about? 
 

3. What kind of aims and claims does Sacco make for his “comics blockbuster” 
(76)? See pps. 76; 218-21; 208;  

 
4. How do we read comics as “graphic novels”? 

 
With a partner, “read” and interpret the double page spread depicting a scene 
from Jabalia refugee camp (Ch6, pps. 146-7). What kinds of things can you 
discern that “tell the story” of the camp? Why does this work visually, as well 
as narratively? Can you find other “novelistic” or poetic qualities? Where is 
“Sacco” here (turn the page to 148 to discuss this further).  

 
Read over the excerpts from “Understanding Comics” Use it to read sections 
– pps. 113 (Ch.4); 118-19 (Ch.5); 123 (Ch.5); 135 (Ch.5); 186 (Ch.7); 249 
(Ch.8). Find a scene by yourself to analyse in this way.  
 

5. Is the novel tendentious? Partisan? Didactic in its political revelations and 
stance? See Said (iii); 92 (“what can we do except continue the struggle?”; 131; 
241; 256; 283; His ‘disgust’ 24; the depiction of soldiers – 16; 128; 241; 270; 
the depiction of settlers: 37; 63; the tomato guys 173.  

 
6. “Another authentic refugee camp experience” (217)  

 
What “role” and “character” does “Sacco” have/produce in the text? See 
Said (v), “Author’s Foreword (vi).  
 
 
As “tourist”: 38, 75-6, 145, 148 
As “journalist”: 58-61 
As “spokesperson”: 66 (“she had no ability to reply”); 77 (“did you get a 
picture?”); 99; 121-22 
As “intrepid”, “heroic”: 121-22; “Too heavy” 71; “A goddamn adventure 
cartoonist” 208.  
As “outsider”: 185; 189 (“You gotta keep some distance”); 217; 221 (“That’d 
make a good picture”) 
 



Remember, misrepresentation is a crucial theme. (see, for example, the 
Newspaper cutting scene: 132) 
 

7. What other aspects of novelistic technique can you discern? There are 
repeated motifs, for example: Mud (42, 145-46, 151, 175); Fences (86, 90-91, 
222); Mazes, Crowds. Food and Tea. He also uses Talking Heads a lot. The 
story of certain characters such as Ammar, Ghassan, etc. Anything else?  

 
8. How do we interpret the ending?  
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as turning to ‘‘explore these kinds of stories in their own communities . . . [and] take
some form of action to stop these things.’’20 In addition, the seemingly random nature
of the four places chosen as subjects of the notebooks (Ingushetia, Burma, Ciudad
Juárez, Malawi) underscores the lack of definition of the form that ‘‘action’’ might
take in relation to the stories narrated in the text.

Temporality in relation to action has a distinctly aesthetic (as opposed to pragmatic
or ethical) cast in I Live Here. More than one review refers to the ‘‘immediacy’’ of the
collection, but always in relation to the text’s ‘‘unusual’’ form, its ‘‘vibrant, collage-
like approach to the subject matter,’’ as Publisher’s Weekly puts it. The Oxford English
Dictionary is instructive in reminding us that the quality of immediacy refers not only
to time but also to person and place: ‘‘Said of a person or thing in its relation to
another: that has no intermediary or intervening member, medium, or agent; that is
in actual contact or direct personal relation; in reference to place: often used loosely
of a distance which is treated as of no account; of time, occurring, accomplished, or
taking effect without delay or lapse of time; done at once; instant.’’ Each of these
senses of the term is relevant to Kirshner’s project, which, through the metanarrative
of its producer and the blurring of genre and media, collapses time, place, and person
even as it records stories that are distinct in setting, character, and plot. The portions
of the text composed of Kirshner’s journals often collapse time and place in musings
about what Kirshner was doing at the time the story she writes about was happening,
or what the subject of one of the stories or testimonials ‘‘would have been like’’ in a
different place or time, a strategy that operates as part of the metanarrative search for
identification, if not understanding.

Even the title, I Live Here, makes a claim to readers based on shared temporal
immediacy and geographic distance. Our sense as readers is that we bear an ethical
duty to respond because we share the same historical moment, coupled with the sense
that we are able to respond even though we live in different places or contexts (the
implication of ‘‘I live here’’ is ‘‘You live there’’). The graphic narrative’s form—its
play with sequentiality, juxtaposition and overlay, and the space of the white gutters
between frames—encourages its specific engagement with the problems of repre-
senting historical trauma. As Hillary Chute has commented, the ‘‘formal grammar’’
of graphic narrative ‘‘rejects transparency and renders textualization conspicuous,
inscribing the context in its graphic presentation.’’21 This attention to the problematics
of representing human rights violations in historical context can also be found in
recent books such as Marjana Satrapi’s Complete Persepolis, Joe Sacco’s Palestine, and
Emmanuel Guibert et al.’s The Photographer, all of which include a sometimes ironic
or poignant commentary on the author-artist’s aesthetic-political position toward the
violence at hand and clear attention to the challenge of rendering the violent ruptures
of history as visual-textual object.

I Live Here is distinct from these related graphic narratives, however, in its
depiction of multiple locations, predominantly heartfelt tone, and collage of media,
genre, and points of view. As opposed to the (often interrupted) sequentiality of
‘‘comics,’’ I Live Here’s collage implies simultaneity in two registers. On one level,
collage provides a rich textual flow that refuses a simple narrative of the causes, impli-
cations, and effects of suffering. With only the barest historical context provided on
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another event, is repeated in a di!erent context throughout Watchmen.

FOCALIZATION AND NARRATIVE SITUATIONS IN GRAPHIC 
NARRATIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Just like literary prose "ction, graphic narrative relies on a narrator as well as one or 
several focalizers who together produce the text that we read and look at. However, 
due to its multimodality, both the narrative mediation and the focal "ltering of the 
story tend to be more complexly structured than is the case in the monomodal, liter-
ary prose narratives for which narratological tools and concepts were "rst designed. 
At "rst sight, things seem simple enough. While the narrator of a graphic novel may, 
in principle, be either a character or a mediator who is not a character, the "ltering 
of the focalizer may similarly proceed either from a character source or be located 
outside of any character and thus lie with the narrator. On such a basic level, then, the 
concepts of narration and focalization as they were "rst designed by Gérard Genette 
and further re"ned by Mieke Bal, Manfred Jahn, and others appear well suited to 
study graphic narrative. Indeed, di!erentiating between narration and focalization 
when analyzing graphic narrative can be highly productive because it allows for the 
crucial distinction between one or several characters’ experientiality of events and 
existents on the one hand and the narrator’s reporting of them on the other. Due to 
the di!erent degrees of narrative authority and foresight involved, this distinction is 
particularly pertinent in cases where an impersonal narrator embeds the focal "lter-
ing of one or several characters.

A close reading of our three sample texts, however, has shown that graphic nar-
rative’s combination of a visual and a verbal track may considerably complicate the 
possible permutations of narration and focalization. Like their precursors in liter-
ary prose "ction, graphic memoirs, represented in our article by Marjane Satrapi’s 
Persepolis (other examples include David B.’s Epileptic, Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home, 
and Blankets by Craig #ompson), are related by an autodiegetic narrator. However, 
in graphic narrative, the autodiegetic narrator not only mediates the verbal track 
(by way of extradiegetic comments in text boxes), but usually also draws the visual 
track.23 #erefore, graphic memoir may introduce gaps and lags not only between 
the experientiality of the experiencing-I and its retrospective reconstruction by a 
narrating-I, which is necessarily tinged by the aspectuality of the latter, but also be-
tween the two semiotic tracks. Although aspectuality and hence focal "ltering can be 
detected, it cannot always be unambiguously ascribed either to the experiencing-I or 
the narrating-I, even though these two options would result in divergent interpreta-
tions of the narrative.

#at focalization in multimodal narrative is thus an incredibly ambiguous cat-
egory is fully exploited in Watchmen, a graphic narrative that like Ben Katchor’s !e 
Jew of New York and Jon J. Muth’s M combines a covert impersonal narrator with one 
or several focal "lters to destabilize both narrative order and authority. #rough the 
use of braiding, the pattern of references between panels across sequences of various 
degrees that links a graphic narrative and its reception, identical visual material can 
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literary works such as Gemma Bovery (Posy Simmonds, !222) and Alice in Sunder-
land (Bryan Talbot, #11"). As R. Crumb’s much maligned illustration of the biblical 
book of Genesis (!e Book of Genesis Illustrated, #112) testifies, even sacred texts 
have been reworked by cartoonists. In a parallel development to the illustration 
of classic works, numerous [auto]biographical and historically- based texts have 
been created by professional cartoonists and increasingly by teams of writers and 
 cartoonists.
 As the title of this essay suggests, the relationship of word and text in graphic 
novels has been and will inevitably continue to be in flux. In general though, texts 
have increasingly gained space and complexity in relation to images, and graphic 
novels o3en concretize literary ambiguity. But there are exceptions to this rule, par-
ticularly the employment of the absence of text to heighten graphic impact. 4e 
term graphic novel “signifies a movement rather than a form” (Eddie Campbell, 
cited in Fingeroth 5), and such novels are inherently iconoclastic, being “marked 
by the exploration of innovative stylistic features, i.e. non- conventional formats 
and monochromatic techniques.” Graphic novels are also an international phe-
nomenon, as my examples from the US, France, Germany, Lebanon, Israel, and 
Malaysia will demonstrate.
 Art Spiegelman’s first volume of Maus was published serially from !26! to !265 
in Raw, an alternative comic book anthology co- edited with his wife Françoise 
Mouly. Maus was a watershed publication for the graphic novel. It was well received 
by the public (albeit not so initially by critics) and considerably raised the visibility 
of the genre. Exhibiting many of the characteristics that came to be hallmarks of 
the graphic novel, Maus became a paradigmatic work. It inaugurated a number 
of characteristics that have become standard to the genre: a frame/tale construc-
tion which includes a multilayered narrative; black and white drawings (despite 
the conflicting and continuing tradition of colored book covers or dust jackets); 
animal symbolism and anthropomorphization (talking animals);7 and (auto) bio-
graphical elements, including metatextual representations of the artist in the nar-
rative. Like other graphic novels to follow, Maus presented a serious, rather than 
comic or supernatural, subject matter: in this case, a confrontation with the Holo-
caust and the protagonist’s fraught relationship with his father.8 Like later graphic 
novels, Maus also was published serially, with the intent, however, from the begin-
ning for eventual collection into and publication as a volume. Spiegelman included 
mixed media, particularly the use of photographs in addition to the drawn car-
toon cells. He began the narrative in medias res, with corresponding flashbacks, and 
o9ered a linguistic but primarily visual wittiness and ludic irreverence reminiscent 
of Tristram Shandy or perhaps the more genre- appropriate Mad magazine. To this 
list one might add what Stephen Weiner in Faster than a Speeding Bullet: !e Rise 
of the Graphic Novel, describes as “sophisticated, rich, visionary storytelling” (/6). 
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Perhaps the sophistication and richness Weiner cites are based in part on the meta-
textual elements, already visible in the first volume of Maus, but that particularly 
come to the fore in volume two. In this regard, one might cite as an example those 
frames where Spiegelman represents himself sitting at his desk musing on how to 
proceed with both the project and his relationship with his father, and he depicts 
himself not as a mouse, but rather as a human wearing a mouse mask—a fine, but 
significant distinction. Spiegelman has said that he created Maus to “sort out and 
put into linear form, the chaos of my own personal history” (cited in Weiner #"). 
$is comment refers to the autobiographical element so common to many new 
wave graphic novels, as well as to the confrontation with a traumatic event. Spiegel-
man’s comment also raises the issue of an important distinction in the creative 
process. Professional graphic artists choose the medium available to them based 
on their particular skill set, whereas other creators of graphic novels, who are not 
artists, must collaborate with a graphic illustrator. $is latter group may have had 
numerous art forms available to them for treating a topic, but for a variety of rea-
sons—that would di%er from those of professional graphic illustrators—have opted 
for the graphic novel genre. Alissa Torres, who falls into the second category, is the 
author of American Widow (&''(), which deals with her husband’s death in the 
World Trade Center on )/!!. She has commented on the visual nature of )/!!: “We 
were constantly bombarded by the same images over and over: the burning towers. 
And I was bombarding myself with images of my husband. $at’s all I had . . . )/!! 
was such a graphic event. Just writing about it wasn’t enough. I needed to take 
control of the images” (Torres, Interview &D). Torres had kept a journal (“purging 
my emotions onto the page”) and had written essays on )/!!, but she said that she 
wanted the book to do more, including the posing of questions, so she sought out 
a graphic artist. Both Spiegelman and Torres use the graphic novel format to help 
shape narratives (giving them linearality), separate various narrative strands (both 
begin in medias res and use flashbacks), and untangle emotions. $ese traits are 
characteristic of many other graphic novels as well.
 Graphic novels have played an iconoclastic role since their inception. But this 
iconoclasm has not occurred merely in terms of thematic content; it has also con-
cerned the nature of the art itself. Numerous critics link comics with film, high-
lighting the similarities between the two genres. Both forms employ sequences of 
pictures to unfold the narrative; the main di%erence is that the images move more 
quickly in film. But, sequential art also expresses time and can control tempo (like 
long or short camera shots) through repetition or the relationship of large and 
small images. It conveys emotion, similar to cinematic close- up shots through ab-
sence and the size of both text and images; it conveys voice- overs or does the work 
of establishing shots via text boxes. Sequential art represents dialogue through 
speech bubbles and creates movements like cinematic pan or tracking shots by 
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breaking the boundaries between comic cells either with figures that transgress the 
frames, or through a complete lack of framing, or even with speech bubbles and 
other texts that flow across cells. Like films, sequential art can also represent flash-
backs. It makes linkages and commentary, like cinema, through the use of mon-
tage—the juxtaposition of (perhaps unrelated or even conflicting) images. Com-
menting on the mechanics of graphic novels, Roger Sabin has written: “comics are 
a language: they combine to constitute a weave of writing and art which has its own 
syntax, grammar and conventions, and which can communicate ideas in a totally 
unique fashion. 3ey point, for example, to the way in which words and images can 
be juxtaposed to generate a mood; to how the amount of time that is allowed to 
elapse between images can be used for dramatic e4ect; to the way that cinematic 
cutting can be used for extra movement; and to the fact that, ultimately, there is no 
limit to what a comic can do other than that imposed by a creator’s imagination” 
(Sabin 5–").
 Let us now turn our attention to some examples of the graphic novel that make 
explicit their subversive and iconoclastic function. Just as the early film at the turn 
of the century poached topics from classical literary works in order to gain legiti-
macy with a public, that looked askance at this apparently unwholesome new form 
of public entertainment, so the graphic novel has turned to classic authors and 
works as a source of both Sto! and respectability. I mention here just a few ex-
amples from an ever- growing list of publications. Ka6a’s "e Trial was made into an 
English- language graphic novel in 1227 by a writer and an illustrator both working 
in France. It was published by Sterling of New York and London, a publishing house 
active in the production of graphic novels. 3is classic text now lists three “au-
thors” whose names, Ka6a—Montellier—Mairowitz, appear across the bottom of 
the cover in equally large typeface. 3e cover already engages in interpretation by 
featuring the face of a young man who could be the protagonist Joseph K or, based 
on known photographs, could be Ka6a himself. 3e background of vertical black 
and white stripes could reference the bars of a prison or a jail suit and allude to 
Joseph K’s sense of entrapment. 3e young man on the cover fixes the reader with 
a compelling stare that already invites engagement. Two motifs contextualize the 
narrative: Joseph K’s thirtieth and thirty- first birthdays as well as skeletons, which 
foreshadow his execution on the final page.
 Several works by Proust including À la recherche du temps perdu, have also been 
given graphic treatments. In the case of Proust, however, the graphics provide less 
extraneous commentary to the text than in the Ka6a novella. Rather, in Proust, 
the graphics appear to serve a more illustrative purpose in relation to the text. 3e 
graphic version of Jane Austen’s Pride & Prejudice (1228) also emphasizes illus-
tration, but uses graphics in particularly innovative ways. Like Spiegelman’s Maus, 
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The Hateful Self52

the other in the face of death, Sacco and Herr, however, mark the 
limit of the practice of substitution. 

If the limit is inevitable, it has potential. In Adieu to Emmanuel 
Levinas, Jacques Derrida suggests that there is "no assured passage, 
following the order of a foundation, according to a hierarchy of founding 
and founded, of principial originarity and derivation, between an ethics 

-
tics of hospitality, on the other." He claims, however, that this "hiatus" 
can help us rethink a law and politics without foundation (20). Brian 
Schroeder similarly traces the limits of the ethical when transformed 
into the political by exploring the limit case of Levinasian substitution 

-
tion, even for the enemy, is what alone will make a genuinely political 
friendship possible. If so, then surely this can only take place by way 
of a sovereign act of the will, wherein the impossible is taken up and 
historically, actually, transformed

In their depictions of a perhaps more basic limit case where 
substitution would produce a form of suicide, Herr and Sacco ask 
their readers to reexamine politics in a different way. Namely, they 
suggest that if those whose stories they represent must risk death, 
they as privileged American journalists can choose either to risk or 
not to risk death. This gesture toward the unjust political-economic 
structures that allow them to stay alive while others die shows how 
the limit case can be used to point to the political. By hyperbolizing 
the attempt and the inevitable failure to enact substitution, then, Herr 
and Sacco direct the reader's attention to a global power structure 
that, if it does not interfere with ethical substitution at the level of 
subjectivity's construction, produces an unjust political, economic, 
and social situation. In this situation, the lives of some are privileged 
at the same time that others inadvertently risk death, discouraging 
both the acceptance of preexisting responsibility and the active per-
formance of a substitutional self-other relation. 

Unethical Representation and Conventional 
Journalism

journalism for its erasure of the speech of its subjects. This kind of 
journalism, they suggest, abstracts embodied experiences for the 

can not only erase the subjectivity and suffering of those who bear 
the brunt of war's violence, but also serve the cause of the war by 
using media representation to subtly convince American recipients of 
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Ethical Substitution

In "Force of Law," Derrida alludes to Levinas when he writes: 
"To address oneself to the other in the language of the other is . . . 
the condition of all possible justice" (245). Herr and Sacco deliber-
ately enact what Levinas depicts as a presubjective process, taking 
themselves hostage and retreating to the backgrounds of their sto-
ries. By choosing, for Sacco, to retell others' stories in the words of 
the other and, for Herr, to use similar language as the other, these 
writers perform a kind of discursive ethical substitution. 

American journalist David Rieff writes that Sacco records the 
-

enced day by day, rather than the one we mostly reported on" (5). 

practice abstracts, forming close bonds with those whose stories he 
transcribes. He records the stories of those who are positioned as 
victims: those who are isolated and racially targeted by the Serb 
military. The stories in  range from the everyday to 
the life-changing. Sacco describes social gatherings where he and his 
new friends party "like the resurrected" (9), and young women talk 
about the intense boredom of their isolation. He recounts everyday 
conversation exchanged between him and his friend and translator 

sick. Alongside these stories of the everyday, Sacco retells the trau-
matic, violent experiences of deaths, injuries, and displacements that 

visit, marking these stories off by a black frame. Sacco's illustrations 
graphically depict wounded or dead bodies; they force the reader to 
see the results of violence on human bodies. The stories are written 
in quotation marks, in the voice of each survivor, and are narrated 
in past tense, as memories. 

Herr attempts to produce an ethical representation of "the 
grunts" in the face of a monolithic communication system. The effect 
of this system, he writes, is that the story of the war "wasn't being 
told for the grunts . . . they were going through all of this and . . . 

wants to tell the story of the Vietnam War for the individual Marines 
who are suffering and to trace back the erased experiences of those 
who died in this ongoing bloodshed. 

In his record of the lived reality of Khe Sanh, his wish to rewrite 
-

dia and military representation that produces a Khe Sanh, chooses 
to record the day-to-day experiences of the men there, focusing 
particularly on their individual backgrounds, jokes and conversa-
tions he overhears, the dangers to which they must adjust, and the 
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positions in order to illuminate the limit case of death and their own 
unwillingness to substitute themselves. They do this, however, in order 
to gesture toward unequal political, economic, and social structures 
that privilege and protect their bodies over others'. 

Sacco and Herr point out with irony and subtle relief the injustice 
of their own privilege. Sacco writes: "Gorazde was in love with me. 
People I didn't know hailed me by name. Whole high school classes 
jumped up when I entered the room. Drunks offered me the town 

wanted me to carry them off to a Gap outlet in the sky." He is valued 
as a commodity, like the Gap—here, a commodity representing ideal 
conceptions of "America," "power," and "freedom": "I'd like to tell 
you it was me they loved, but that wouldn't be the Real Truth. What 
really made 'em swoon was how I'd gotten there, not by foot and 

Road, the U. N. route to Gorazde" (57). Here, Sacco deconstructs 
popularity, camaraderie, and sex appeal as in fact the desire to ap-

-
ship gives him. Herr similarly exposes his own privilege by posing a 
conversation between himself, another journalist (Lengle), and two 
Marines (Krynski and "the Avenger"). When the Avenger tells Krynski 
that Herr and Lengle don't have to be in Vietnam, Krynski replies, 

guys volunteer to come over here?" "Well, dumb shit," replies the 
Avenger, "what'd you think . . . you think they're just some dumb 
grunt like you?" (201). The politics of status here—who can choose 
to risk his life, versus who is described as "dumb" and is required to 
risk his life—are explicit.

The status of the men as American journalists in some ways 
interferes in their attempts to witness. Herr vividly problematizes the 

growing up in a media-saturated culture desensitizes the American 
viewer to the connection between what is seen and what is. Perhaps 
the most telling example of the desensitization produced by the 
mediatized image comes when Herr compares his witness of "group 
death" to gazing at Life magazine photographs as a child: 

-
thing wasn't clear at all, something repressed that moni-
tored the images and withheld their essential information. 
. . . I could have looked until my lamps went out and I still 
wouldn't have accepted the connection between a detached 
leg and the rest of a body, or the poses and positions that 
always happened (one day I'd hear it called 'response-
to-impact'), bodies wrenched too fast and violently into 
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Most importantly for these works, the two writers draw attention to 
their hatefulness in order to expose the conditions that produce or 
exacerbate that hatefulness. The journalists depict themselves as 
unwilling to relinquish the privilege they experience, tying their 
privilege to the ability to continue living. The representation of the 
self as clinging to life, unwilling to physically and unable to discur- 
sively substitute the self for the other, subtly underpins each 
writer's journalistic ethics. Despite their relatively favorable self-
positioning in relation to official journalism, both men enact 
scathing critiques of themselves, exposing themselves in Herr's 
case as fundamentally afraid of death and in Sacco's case as a 
resistant witness. 

…	  

Irony, then, assures at least a modicum of truth. Yet for Just, irony 
seems also to be a way of ethically acknowledging a larger 
"existential" truth: "What does irony do? It undermines. It's a 
quality in a piece of prose, particularly in a piece of journalism, that 
leaves you feeling uneasy. You feel undermined because it doesn't 
reach a conclusion or verdict. Irony sort of leaves you hanging, 
because Vietnam was this existential event, and I define existential 
as a thing that is in a constant state of becoming" (151). If Just 
eventually abandoned irony in favor of what he considers a more 
ethical jour- nalistic "verdict," Herr seems to have found a way to 
link both. In this passage, irony contains within it an implicit 
verdict, here against not only the unjust structures of privilege that 
allow Herr's bloody nose to be the closest he gets to experiencing 
death, but also to the larger absurdity of the war itself. 

Sacco similarly portrays himself both visually and anecdotally as an 
ambiguous figure whose instinct for self-preservation and gratifica- 
tion sometimes outweigh his ability to be an ethical witness. 
Visually, he makes a strange figure. As opposed to those he 
interviews, whom he draws realistically, Sacco as journalist shows 
up as a "cartoony" figure who often has his mouth hanging slightly 
ajar, sometimes with spit flying from his face. When Mother Jones 
asked Sacco about the 
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choice to portray himself in such a fashion, Sacco replied "When I 
started Palestine it was a bit rubbery and cartoony at the beginning, 



because that's the only way I knew how to draw. It became clear to 
me that I had to push it toward a more representational way of 
drawing. I tried to draw people more realistically, but the figure I 
neglected to update was myself" ("Art"). I would like to read the 
rep- resentational consequences of Sacco's self-representation, 
rather than see it as merely a remnant of a previous drawing style. 
If, as Scott McCloud argues in Understanding Comics, less realistic 
characters produce readerly identification, Sacco entices us to 
identify with him. I would like to suggest that, in this instance, 
readerly identification with Joe the character, encourages us to 
identify ourselves with not just physical, but also moral 
ambivalence. 

	    



	  
	  


